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princess after all; that Samuel Johnson was remembered •
that the town stretched far into the fields past Tyburn;
that Mr. Walpole finished Strawberry Hill and succeeded
to the title; and that the sentries still wore scarlet at
St. James's. How they must ache for news from home,
those elegant exiles from the Eighteenth Century imprisoned
in their frames beyond the Rocky Mountains.
Yet their regrets were not apparent. They smiled so
bravely in the Californian light. One might almost think
that they had caught no whisper of the outcry occasioned
by their emigration. For as each of them left home, the
English streets were loud with lamentation. Ardent
patriots, who had never bothered to leave cards on them
when they had the chance, accused them roundly of desert-
ing England. But had they ? They had left it, of course;
but mere departure is not always quite the same thing as
desertion. May one not fancy that the English name is
served by such ambassadors abroad ? Greece, after all, is
honoured in the Elgin Marbles ; so why not England in her
exiled Gainsboroughs ? That, at any rate, is how they
seem to carry it off; and as the rosy gentlemen smiled at
their satin ladies, the distant gallery became a sort of
embassy, a piece of England.
Indeed, if there is anything a little wistful, one seems to
see it in their custodians. For somehow the collector is
himself collected; wishing to possess these figures of the
English past, he is possessed by them. Those high-coloured
ladies have had so many servants in their time that their
latest owner seems to be just one servant more. For while
they endure unchanging, they change their servants just as
they always used to, That is the fancy that grew strongly
upon one, as a gracious owner exposed his treasures. The
pointing figure on the floor, that secured a few years of
pride from living in their household, seemed so ephemeral.
But the bright smiles upon the canvas, these endured, One
could feel almost sorry for the connoisseur. He makes his
acquisition, scores his little triumph, and flits by. Shadows

